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Why You Need Skills on Your Profile 
The Skills section on each LinkedIn profile may display up to 50 Skills. 

These are specific attributes, experiences, or services that the member 

claims to have. 

Ideally your Skills section has the keywords for your current role or for the 

role/business you are trying to promote through LinkedIn. 

 

Certain levels of paid (premium) LinkedIn allow recruiters, peers, 

managers, clients or salespeople to submit desired Skills in their advanced 

searches. Although the specifics of the algorithm are secret, it is assumed 

that profiles containing the right Skills, combined with a quantity of 

Endorsements, will rank higher than profiles with less robust Skills sections. 

 

Why You Need Skill Endorsements  

Social proof matters in today’s culture, including business and academia. 

People use the internet to research people, products, and services before 

they buy anything.  

Time also matters to people. Very few people take the time to write full, 

sincere testimonials, even for excellent experiences. 

So, LinkedIn has developed a system for collecting people’s Skill 

Endorsements (essentially, “thumbs ups”) which are quick, easy, and have 

a low barrier to entry. 

Having several endorsements (which display as either small headshots, 

names of endorsers, or merely a number for the endorsements) validates 

credibility to a LinkedIn member. Interested readers may click on elements 

to see “just who” issued the Skill Endorsements.  
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What the Skills Section Looks Like 

 

I’ll use Business Coach Kat Sturtz’s profile as an example. 

 

 

Notice that only 3 Skills display at first on her profile. Ideally, she has 

chosen these three to appear on top because: 

• She wants these noticed first by visual visitors (as opposed to AI or 

whatever cyber-search LinkedIn uses). 

• Each of the 3 Skills have several Endorsements, which lend to her 

credibility in each area. 

• Prominent people in these categories have Endorsed her and their 

photos/names are on display. 

• The reason she wants these noticed first is to encourage more people 

to Endorse her for these particular Skills.  
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Here is a portion of her Skills section that appears when “Show more” is 

clicked.  

 

You many notice that these Skills are not listed in a strict descending order, 

which is the LinkedIn default. So Kat has probably gone into the Skills 

section and edited or rearranged the way her Skills appear. 

 

Note: if a celebrity or someone prominent endorses Kat for Skills on this 

lower part of the list, the history stays there. The numerical count for the 

Skill(s) will increase by each endorsement, and if Kat ever decides to pull a 

different Skill to the Top Three position, the endorser names and photos 

will go along.  
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Adding the Skills Section to Your Profile 

If you have not added any Skills yet, go to “Add profile section” near the 

top of your profile to start.  

 

 

 

Click on “Add a new skill” and begin to add Skills (keywords). 
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A few things to notice: 

• I already had Skills in my profile. LinkedIn used those plus my overall 

Experience to suggest new Skills for me. 

• When I started typing “Web Design,” an autofill dropdown appeared 

with suggestions such as Web Development, Web Services, etc.  

• Spelling counts! If the word you type doesn’t generate suggestions, 

check your spelling.  

 

LinkedIn WILL allow misspelled words to get listed. If you discover one too 

late, it is easy to remove it.   
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How to Decide Which Skills to Include 

Start with the obvious skills or keywords that you identify with, and then 

do some snooping on your colleagues and competition to find more! 

• Job titles, past or present 

• Educational titles (Engineer, Baker, Actuary) 

• If you have a resume, take skills listed there 

• Keywords that you have listed in the Experience section 

• Skills listed by people in your company, class, or competitor’s firm 

• Skills listed by the next level of management that you aspire to 

• Look at job postings in Linkedin for your title, and match the wording 

used there with your Skills 

Tip: if you begin to type in a Skill and it doesn’t autofill, see if there is 

another, maybe more generally accepted, spelling that your peers use. 

 

I searched on Non-fiction (188,000 people) and Nonfiction (55,000 people). 

So, if I was going to add one of the terms to my own profile, I would use 

Non-fiction. However, if I was searching for someone with that Skill, I 

would be wise to search for both terms. 

You generally want to omit very common Skills (Outlook, Microsoft Word) 

unless job descriptions in your field still include them.  

And if there are Skills that you are moving away from, certainly don’t 

bother listing them. You don’t want to encourage queries and offers to do 

that work anymore.  

 

Rank your Skills in the order of importance to you.  

Choose the Top 3 Skills to appear at the top. The default is numerical, 

based on Endorsements, but within predetermined sections (Industry 

Knowledge, Tools and Technologies, Interpersonal Skills, etc.). 
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How to Be Available to Give Endorsements 

or to Be Endorsed 
 

There’s a subtle link at the bottom of the list when you click on the “edit” 

icon.  

 
Clicking it opens this window: 
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IMPORTANT: Click the “X” in the upper corner to Save your changes. 

 

How to Endorse People for Skills 

You may “Endorse” first-level connections for Skills by simply clicking on 

the skill(s). It doesn’t require much effort or commitment. {SEE NOTE} 

Having a good number of endorsements for Skills that are important to a 

recruiter or client can help round out a person’s profile, and set them 

higher than competition who has few. It’s a kind of crowdsourcing but in a 

professional sense.  

 

A kind thing to do, which takes little effort, is to pull up profiles of 

colleagues, past co-workers, vendors, or customers, and Endorse them for 

a few Skills. They’ll appreciate it and as always, may reciprocate by 

Endorsing you for some Skills.  

 

And, your photo and name will display when anyone clicks on the number 

next to a Skill, increasing your visibility and potential for invitations.  
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{NOTE} Something fairly new, when you click to Endorse someone, is that 

a window opens to ask you (optional) information:  
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LinkedIn says that this is confidential and it helps them perfect their search 

algorithm, etc. You can easily click out of it and bypass it, still giving an 

endorsement to someone. 

Personal opinion: I never answer merely “Good” for someone I am 

endorsing. If anything, I would leave that unanswered. 

 

How to Receive Skill Endorsements 

You may ask close friends and colleagues to endorse you for particular Skill 

Endorsements via phone, text, email, or in-person conversation. You could 

also send a request through the free LinkedIn messaging system, but that 

is not done often; tread carefully and only “bother” people who you know 

will be receptive to your request. 

 

Truly, the most likely way to receive a Skill Endorsement is to issue one; 

the recipient will often return the favor.  

 

If a member does endorse you for a Skill, the LinkedIn system will notify 

you unless you opt out of that.  

 

The following is copied from the LinkedIn.com help section; it explains how 

to opt-in or opt-out of the notifications. (It was published in March 2019.) 

I enjoy receiving Skill Endorsements notifications within the LinkedIn 

system, but find them a nuisance in email. Your mileage may vary! 
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In Conclusion 

An overall attitude of genuinely wanting to help others look good on 

LinkedIn will spill over to raise YOUR visibility. 

Issuing Skills Endorsements is easy and can be done on the mobile app 

during “down time” such as waiting in line at the coffee shop or carpool 

line. 

 

If you are new to LinkedIn or just want to refresh your presence, check out 

these free lists on this page. 

• Checklist for Reviving or Updating a LinkedIn Profile 

• Checklist for Adding New Connections on LinkedIn 

 

Best wishes as you grow your business through engaging on LinkedIn! 

     

Anita Hampl 

 

 

Anita Hampl, THE Short Attention Span Writer 

helping you look good in words 
 

Need more help? Schedule an affordable 45-minute review session! 

https://anitahampl.com/basic-linkedin-checklists
https://anitalinkedin.as.me/ask-me-anything

